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johanADOPTED! To Cooper is a 9 year
old male PUG that was waiting to find
his forever home. When I got him in

November, he was very shy and did not
let me pick him up (he always walked
around the room). He was a precious

little guy who enjoyed playing with toys
and hanging out. Now, after being
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gently socialized into being a social dog,
he is ready to be the best partner a girl
could ask for. He will do anything for a

cookie (if you have one, he will
absolutely go wild with the happiness of

having a treat)! He has a very sweet
personality and is the kind of dog who
always wants to give a loving, patient

ear. He is not too fussy with a household
of 6, as long as his toys are nearby.

However, there are a few things he will
not tolerate, that is why we are hesitant

in fully introducing him to the other
dog/cats that are around. He likes long

walks on leash and exploring the
neighborhood and the grassy areas of
the community park. If you live in the

west side of Northeast PA, look for
Cooper while enjoying all that we have
to offer. CHERISH Want to learn more

about how your foster dog is doing? Visit
us HERE.Q: How do I display a picture
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from a folder? I'm working on a form
that needs to pull a picture from a folder
in a tab. The folder contains.jpg files and

I need to use the folder name as the
image source, but no file is displayed.
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